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About This Game

In Medieval Real Estate, you start with 300 gold. Your aim is to simply make more gold buying and selling homes.

Features:

• Casual: The game does not end. The goal is to simply relax, point and click to make more gold.

• Toon: Nice clean graphics.

• Hunger: Buy food to stay healthy. Let your hunger drop to low and your lose money.

• Music: Relaxing music.
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• Point And Click: Buy and sell homes at ease.

• Gold: You start with 300 gold. Make the right investments to make even more gold.

• Health: Buy health potions to stay healthy. Let your health drop to low and your lose money.
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Title: Medieval Real Estate
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
EcoGames
Publisher:
EcoGames
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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medieval real estate. real estate in medieval europe. medieval real estate for sale

Fighting was easy. The hard part was figuring out where the hell to go on the poorly marked map. I have finally given up on a
mission that is bugged out and will not end.

Do not buy. :(. It's♥♥♥♥. I enjoyed this game.
I played it years ago and remembered it as one of Alawar's gems.
 Now, even years later, it is still a very engrossing and fun game.
Sure, it has a lot of hogs but they are not junkpiles and the items are mainly relevant to the locales(as all the developers were 5
BN who have a wonderful rep as game developers)
It's more a light adventure than any thing and is a very well written sci fi story,
It has great voice overs and wonderful and imaginative graphics.
(plus, it has a cat ..which doesn't act cutesy but DOES give a little help ). For that price is not bad. Nice music and artwork.
Though initially sad, it starts to lose the impression after a while.. Chronology has cute graphics, good character models, good
controls and mechanics. You switch between the old man and the snail to progress through levels. The switching between
characters to solve the puzzles and platform works really well and the puzzles aren't that difficult to figure out. Overall it's a
enjoyable game.. PROS: AMAZING HUMOR FROM THE DEVELOPER
  HARD BUT FAIR GAME
  HELL MODE IF YOU HATE YOURSELF
  HELL MODE IF YOU LIKE REALLY TOUGHT GAMES :D
  GOT STUCK FOR 30 MINS ON THE SAME STAGE.... NEVER GOT BORED THO
  INTERSTING ARTWORK
  INTERSTING SOUND DESIGN

CONS: YOU SHOULD PLAY WITH CHEAP CONTROLLER OR AT LEAST CALM YOURSELF DOWN WITH ANY
KIND OF DRUGS
  FURTHER INJURY MAY OCCUR FROM TOSSING KEYBOARD OR GAMEPAD WITH TOO MUCH STRENGTH.

  score: I WON'T DIE ON THIS LEVEL AGAIN/10. First off I want to say that this is a beautiful demo. It runs smooth and
everything in it looks great. The reason I am not recommending it is the movement and controls. This was the first time I have
ever felt sick from playing a VR game. Not just a little sick either, I had to stop after walking across the first area because I was
going to throw up.. Very good game! I will wait until save support is integrated, as a playthrough seems too long in one sitting.
But all-in-all; well worth the buck!. i think this game needs some work. i really like the concept, being a cougar is fun and
interesting and raising my cubs was challenging. but the ui was just awful. and turning up my resolution made it much worse. the
graphics could be better, but overall not TOO bad. i can certainly live with it. the mini map is terrible and the game has some
bugs. the AI is bad too. this really does have potential to be a great and fun game, but it just seems unfinished atm. despite all
the negatives, i do enjoy playing it, but im not sure i can really recommend it to others.. This is a game made for a tablet and in
turn doesn't run very well on a PC.
I would have gotten a refund and given it a no recommendation if it weren't for the awesome music and dialog.
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Graphics are good. Music is decent. Good level design. Lots of different weapons, most of which are pretty cool and effective.
Big boss battles. All in all, very reminiscent of Gradius games.

So why do I not recommend it?

Because if you can't play it properly, then the rest means nothing.

This game forces you to use the analog stick with no option of using the Dpad. I've been a huge fan of shoot 'em ups since the
NES days, and while I'm no expert, I am pretty darn good at them. In this game, however, I was dying from the simplest of
things (things that the developers probably hadn't even intended to be a threat) merely because the analog stick makes it too
difficult to maneuver your ship with precision. I see no reason to limit the directional controls in a 2D game to the analog stick.

If a patch comes out that allows the directional controls to be changed to the Dpad, I will instantly change my rating to a thumbs
up.. This is the worst ARPG I've ever played.
Broken, abandoned junk. There is no part 2 for a reason.

The game play is slow, unresponsive and ganky, the 3D graphics look like they were pulled from a Game Cube.
If you must buy an ARPG get ether Torchlight 1\/2, Van Hellsing, Titan quest, Grim Dawn or any other less known ARPGs.

Or go for gold just get 'Path of Exile' and never look back.
 Look on Youtube for videos of Hazen, it's plain broken and bad.. Theis game was one fo the best inde game i have ever played.
I suggest this game to EVERYONE.. The engine responsible for Ib, Yume Nikki, and OFF. Buy this for the definitive pixel art
experience.. I wanted a bridge builder game -> This was NOT it.

Bad design. Bad mechanics.

I would rather play any of the free flash-built bridge builder games in the web browser.
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